To make your snowmobile paper model

- You will need: scissors, glue for paper (glue sticks work well)
- For better model color reproduction and sturdiness we recommend printing your model on a Matte finish 36lb. inkjet paper or similar.

1. Cut out all pieces, cut along dotted lines.
2. Cut along edge of seat to fold line.
3. Carefully fold along solid fold lines.
4. Fold windshield in 3 steps (A, B, C) as shown.
5. Line up edges of hood and glue in place just covering x’s.
6. Glue back tabs as shown to form rear of body.
7. Repeat process with other side, overlap and glue together.
8. Overlap seat to line and glue.
9. Lightly curl/shape rear of seat and tuck/glue inside back tabs.
10. Fold and glue ski tabs to matching struts.